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Abstract

The volume of data required for decision

making is growing fast. With technology

advancement, decision makers not only face

massive amounts of data to process, but

also have to make their decisions quickly.

This leaves current database technology for

some domains limited in use. We propose

a function-based system (FUN BASE) which

automates information management for do-

mains where current database technology

does not scale up. The strength of FUN-

BASE stems from its three fold capability:

first to share knowledge among users, sec-

ond to use external criteria for accessing un-

derlying data in a database, and third to

automate the acquisition of data from flat

files with short life spans. These features

make FUNBASE a collaborative medium for

information exchange as well as a vehicle

for speeding the processing of results by in-

tegrating data and functions while keeping

them modular for changes and updates.

1 Introduction:

Information management is usually driven by user

needs, expectations, and technology. When the envi-

ronments in which users operate change, a time lag fol-

lows until tools are created to reflect this change. We

need to study the problems facing users, the available
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tools, and where research should be conducted to min-

imize such time lags (e.g., [French 90]). We propose a

new system FUNBASE to address problems that occur

in real world domains. In identifying those problems,

we have found current tools to be inefficient, and we

expect by introducing FUNBASE to shorten the time

lag for such domains.

The concept behind FUNBASE can be clarified by a

simple example. An individual wants to go for a relax-

ing vacation. A number of criteria define for him/her

what is relaxing: dry temperatures between 70° – 80°

F, clear blue sea water, and fine white sandy beaches. If

the vacation seeker calls an airline company for reserva-

tions, the operator normally asks for a specific destina-

tion or no assistance is feasible. Left with no answer, the

potential traveler seeks the knowledge of a travel agent

or friends. A travel agent maps these criteria to specific

data available in an airline database. But the criteria

given by the potential traveler does not exist in an air-

line database. The mapping done by the travel agent

therefore simulates a function which converts given cri-

teria (hereafter called “external criteria” ) to data useful

for extracting what is needed from the database. The

would be traveler may need to check with a number

of travel agents before arriving at a decision. Having

functions (i.e., travel agents) integrated in a function

base for querying on expedites the decision making pro-

cess while achieving a more educated result. Similarly,

FUN BASE extracts data from an underlying database by

applying suitable functions from its function-base with

external criteria as input arguments.

The above example is a typical scenario for what

users in some domains experience. Integrating func-

tions with data provides a faster way to achieve results.

Meanwhile, we need to move from accessing data-by-

data to accessing data via external criteria. FUNBASE

leads us into the information age by providing a base of

functions which manages a base of data (i.e., database)

so users can use external criteria to extract information

(i.e., output from function(s)). This elevates the neces-



sity for users to have a priori knowledge of the form or

structure of the underlying data to extract what they

want. When data is of a massive and changing nature

FUNBASE becomes of a of a particular value for fast

information access.

In this paper we begin with an overview of FUN-

BASE. Then we present High Yield markets in the do-

main of a financial market to identify characteristics of

domains for which FUN BASE is useful. Next we examine

how FUNBASE would aid in analyzing the High Yield

market. Section five argues why relational and object

oriented databases do not scale up. In conclusion, we

highlight FUNBASE’S main contributions.

2 FUNBASE: An Overview

FUNBASE’S objective is to tie data with functions

and produce more meaningful results. The need to have

access to shared data has been well established; evolv-

ing from flat files, relational databases have provided

an improved concept of data sharing. The same need is

occurring now with respect to functions. Sharing func-

tions is just as important as sharing data because in

some cases data is useless without having the correct

function. Similarly, knowing what functions are used in

achieving a result or what set(s) of data are the con-

stituents of a result is important. Thus FUNBASE is

designed to tie together three components: data, func-

tions, and results, as three layers integrating into a sin-

gle architecture (see Figure 1.a),

2.1 FUNBASE’S Layers

The contents of each layer is presented, followed by

a description of how the three layers are integrated.

I. Data Layer:

Data can be of any form, simple textual data, remote-

sensing data, genomic maps (i. e., spatial structure of

chromosomes), etc. FUNBASE makes a distinction in

the form in which data is presented and not in the struc-

ture or type of data itself. Data can either be presented

via a database system or as a flat file. Database sys-

tems have query languages to extract and manipulate

data, but at a cost: data entry in databases is a te-

dious and time consuming task. On the other hand, flat

files are easy to connect to a system if there is support

for automatic data extraction in the system. FUNBASE

supports flat files that are of fixed format, columns and

rows vs. plain text, etc. Minimal functionality for data

extraction is provided by the system. Further data pro-

cessing and manipulation is done by the function layer.

The real world domains we encountered dealt more with

data in flat files. Thus we chose flat files to be the form

of data input for our testing. We refer to data in the

data layer as target data, because it is basic stored data

operated on by functions in the function layer.

II. Function Layer:

This layer contains the base of functions that extract

and manipulate data and outputs results (i.e., infor-

mation) into the result layer. Because functions are

treated as black boxes, two other components are sup-

plied – filters and profiles – which allow users to tune

the function’s performance according to their needs. A

description of the three components – functions, filters,

and profiles – follows.

Function Component: Users supply and use func-

tions. Collaboration occurs when users supply

functions in their area of expertise and allow

others to access those functions. Functions are

viewed as black boxes. FUNBASE keeps track of a

function’s attributes and not of a function’s com-

putational aspects. A set of keywords describ-

ing a function’s computational behavior is inte-

grated into the system as one of the function’s

attributes. These keywords are supplied by the

function’s author. The set of attributes identify-

ing a function are stored in a dictionary-like fash-

ion forming the integral part of a function model.

Inputs, results, author, platform, display require-

ment, keywords, etc. are examples of a function’s

attributes. Querying on these attributes allows

users to navigate and select a suitable function.

Using the traveler example mentioned earlier, a

query to the system could be to search for a func-

tion with input (temperature, beach, seawater)

and/or result(city, nearest-airport, state) from

the set of functions in domain vacations.

Functions can be either primitive or complex.

Primitive functions produce a computationally

defined result with no side effects from input

types. For example, an addition function ac-

cepts integers as input no matter what this in-

put is, whether it is a temperature or a salary, as

long as it is of the primitive type integer. If we

want a function to add time as hours. minutes and

time zones, then a complex function with knowl-

edge about time is needed. Complex functions

have capabilities like function overloading in pro-

gramming languages, where a function name can

have different results depending on the set of in-

puts. In Figure 1.b, complex functions that share

common functionality forming a class are visually

represented in a network-like fashion. Another

class of complex functions we call dimensional-

functions introduce capabilities to functions with

input attributes or results that are time or space
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Figure 1: FUN BASE : An architecture for an information system

dependent. This allows users to span the capa-

bilities of existing functions over time or space.

Dimensional-functions execute simple or complex

functions iteratively with different data sets, com-

puting output that is time or space dependent

(e.g., time series analysis).

Functions are categorized according to their role:

input functions, computational functions, and

output functions. A user can query on what out-

put functions can be used on the result of a com-

putational function that is of interest. In the

traveler example, an output function that takes

input(city, state) as input and displays it on a

world map enhances the visual aspect in decision

making. This categorization allows users to dis-

cover new ways implemented by other users on

how to present their output, or on types of input

forms that are accessible.

Filter Component: Filters are of two types: rules

and translate modules. Rules are used to mas-

sage input coming from the data layer according

to the actions of a rule when its preconditions are

satisfied. Massaging input data enables users to

have control over what data a function receives

since functions are treated as black boxes. ‘(If-

Then-Else” is the syntax used for rules. AND, OR,

and NOT are operators used in rules specifying re-

lations on attributes.

Translate modules handle syntactic conversion of

data; for example, temperature conversion from

Celsius to Fahrenheit or visa-versa. These mod-

ules convert data to correctly fit a function’s in-

puts, preventing data mismatch.

Profile Component: Different users may opt for dif-

ferent strategies to achieve their goal, so it is im-

perative for functions to be able to reflect such

variations. The profile component provides users

with the ability to tune a function’s operation ac-

cording to their needs. Each user or group of

users may have a data file in this component.

The data file contains function names and pref-

erence values for the corresponding input argu-

ments with defaults. Functions should to be writ-

ten putting into consideration kinds of input ar-

guments. Input arguments that reflect a user’s

preference should have a default value. This al-

lows FUNBASE to replace the default values for

a function’s inputs with the corresponding user

preference values found in one’s profile file. In case

a preference value is not found for a particular in-
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put, or no profile file exists, FUNBASE executes

the function with its default values. Data files

appear in this layer because it is data for tuning

functions. This is different from the target data

in the data layer.

Having presented the different components of the

function layer, we now present definitions of a function

and a function’s possible inputs as follows:

Definition 1: A function model F is a collection of

sets F = {~1, ~z, ~3, ..., ~n} where $i is either an input,

output, or a computational function. Each function ~i

is dependent on d inputs (d > O) where d E D. D is a

set of inputs d of different sources.

Definition 2: For each fi in F, input is a set D =

(all, dz, ds, . ..d~) of inputs; di may be any input of the

following input sources:

1.

2.

3.

4.

III.

Target Data (TD):- mayor may not be filtered by

rules or conversion modules from the filter com-

ponent.

Profile Data (PD) :– tunes functions according to

user’s preference.

External Criteria (EC):– the function’s input ar-

guments supplied by the user.

Information (I) :– the output of another function

fi within the function-base.

Result Layer:

In the function layer, the function dictionary keeps track

of the function’s attributes: like input arguments, type

of output, keywords describing the computational as-

pects of the function, etc.. Similarly, in the result layer,

results are kept track of. Each time a function is ex-

ecuted, the user has the option of whether or not to

save the result. When a new function is added to the

function model the function’s author is asked to supply

keywords that would best describe a generalization of

what such a function would output into the result layer.

Later uses of the function by different users might re-

sult in adding new keywords that best describes each

users’ perspective. This helps to minimize the semantic

problem by capturing different keywords for describing

the same function.

When a result is obtained from applying more than

one function in series, the result is tagged according

to the last applied computational function with a cross

reference to the last applied function. The last applied

function would be an output function in this case. Each

instance of a result (i.e., result from a function’s run)

stores information about that particular run. Stored in-

formation contains attributes such as user’s name, time

stamp of run, etc. in addition to a capsulation of the

procedure. The capsulation of a procedure includes:

the data used (especially if it is time varying), filters

applied, data from profile file(s) called by various func-

tions, and the sequence of functions applied in case of

more than one function. Result capsulation preserve

the steps taken during a run which becomes valuable

for future studies on how results were obtained.

Results may appear similar to target data, especially

if they are of the same type. However we do not include

results in the data layer for of two reasons. First, re-

sults are processed data, meaning they are stored in this

layer to capture the procedure used in producing them.

Storing the results in the data layer will loose such infor-

mation pertaining to their existence. The second reason

is the complexity that might take place if a result is of a

new type not currently existing in the underlying data

layer. The simplicity of adding a new type depends on

the data model it needs to be added to. Thus, adding

results in the data layer is left to the user’s judgment

to copy them as needed.

With the three layers briefly described, we define an

information system as follows:

Definition 3: A system S(D, F, 1) ‘is an information

system when output 1 is achieved by applying func-

tions F to input D. Where I is a collection of sets

1 = {11, 12,13, . . .. In}. and each Ii is a set of data in-

stances of type i. D is a collection of input data sets

D = {Dl, Dz, D3, . . .. Dn}. where each D~ is a set of

data instances of type k. A data type i of Ii may not

necessarily be the same type k of dk E Dk after applying

function F.

We argue that for an information system to be func-

tional, the three parts – data, functions, and results –

ought to be shared and integrated. This allows a user

to benefit from the system.

2.2 Access Paths in FUNBASE

We view FUNBASE as a two way street, with two

paths for accessing information. Finding a result of in-

terest to a user might lead to further accessing of the

data set used and the function(s) applied. This path is a

top down access method (see Figure 1.a). The second

path is bottom up. In this path a user searches for a

function to apply on a data set. Finding a function is

similar to defining a concept on a set of attributes found

in the data layer. This method helps discover concepts

among data sets that other users have identified earlier.

Let us now explore a real-life example using the data

and function layers in more detail. The result layer has

yet to be implemented.
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3 A Domain Example: High Yield Mar-

ket

From a number of available applications encountered

(e.g., [CIESIN 91]), we selected the High Yield bond

(HY) domain from the financial market because it has

diverse and challenging problems that still need to be

addressed. Unlike the equity (stock) market where tech-

nical and fundamental information is available from a

number of public databases, the HY or subinvestment

grade market continues to be a new and evolving mar-

ket with little information and insight in behavior, The

HY market has a much lower volatility than the stock

market, but because of its contractual nature, default

risk is its primary concern [Markowitz 87, Merton 69].

The HY market contains companies with bonds rated

BB, B, or CCC or lower, which makes them riskier than in-

vestment grade securities with ratings of BBB and above,

As with any financial system, the goal is to maximize

the return on investment and minimize risk [Markowitz

52]. Financial analysts study external factors affecting

the HY market to formulate a strategy for selecting a

small set of companies expected to satisfy their goal.

Studying external factors affecting HY market’s per-

formance (e.g., economical, regulatory, prevailing capi-

tal market conditions, demographical shifts, etc.) and

formulating a strategy to address companies issuing

these bonds which come from a diversity of industries,

makes it hard if not impossible to have a reliable big

picture of the HY market investigated by a single per-

son. Currently, each financial analyst is assigned to

analyze a number of companies, according to the secu-

rities they issue, in one or more industries (e.g., health-

care, airlines, food, etc.) which together form the HY

market. After studying the factors affecting these in-

dustries, the financial analyst formulates a strategy on

how the market (i.e., economic outlook) is expected to

perform resulting in two sets of companies, a set with

the best returns and a set with worst. This portfolio

management strategy is based on a quantitative port-

folio management, which is an analysis using technical

information on top of financial data. The following ex-

ample is drawn from steps based on quantitative port-

folio management.

In this method a top down approach of portfolio man-

agement is illustrated. This approach views the major

micro and macro economic outlook which determines

the investment process leading to the selection of securi-

ties that fit such a profile. From a number of significant

performance factors affecting securities, a multi-factor

model has been identified (e.g., liquidity, rating, senior-

ity, industry, price/yield, etc.).

An analyst starts with a table of companies ranked

alphabetically by name, from which a number of ta-

bles are generated according to rankings by other cri-

teria. Figure 2.a shows a sample of data from one of

the generated tables indexing companies according to

“Moody’s” and “Standard and Poor’s” (S & P) rat-

ing. See Rating MDY/S+P column for ranking. Figure

2.b shows a sample of data ranked by industry, which is

one of the factors in the multi-factor model, This index-

ing is based on external knowledge of each company’s

service or product, thus categorizing each company ac-

cordingly. An analyst then uses the multi-factor model

to map the external factors into a set of basic factors

affecting company’s selection (i.e., liquidity, rating, se-

niority, industry, price/yield, etc.).

For example, an analyst’s strategy expects there will

be a good economy and a strong market. Using the

multi-factor model, the analyst maps a good economy

to be a preference for cyclical companies. Similarly,

the analyst maps a strong market to be a preference

for higher yielding securities. Cyclical industries are

greatly affected by the state of the economy and are

preferred over defensive industries in a strong to recov-

ering economy. The Air Transport industry, for exam-

ple, is cyclical because of the strong correlation between

air travel use as an option for vacation travelers, who

greatly affect such an industry, and who are themselves

affected the state of the economy. Industry ranking by

type, whether cyclical or defensive, is based on general

knowledge of the industries’ behavior in varying con-

ditions. Another approach in categorizing industry by

type is the historical correlation of that industry with

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Security catego-

rization according to the multi-factor model helps in the

selection process. Let’s say an analyst has two indus-

tries designated: Transportation and Utility. Applying

the first basic factor, Transportation, a cyclical indus-

try, is chosen for further examination (see Figure 2. b),

while Utility, a defensive industry, is dropped. Tables

like Figure 2.b makes it easy for the analyst to select

from the set of companies that appear only in the Trans-

portation industry and which fit the profile.

Price/yield is another basic factor used for company

selection satisfying the second expect ation, which is a

strong market. Higher yielding securities is a fuzzy term

which depends on how aggressive the analyst’s profile

is in dividing the scale. Dividing the total HY market

scale into five quartiles causes the highest yield securi-

ties to lie in the first quartile, the higher yield to be-

come the second quartile, etc. For example, if you add

the Yield to Worst (see Figure 2.b, Yield to Worst col-

umn) and divide that by five you will get five quartiles

of the market with the first quartile containing compa-

nies with the highest yield and so forth. Dividing the

HY market into ten quartiles reflects the profile of an

analyst who is more aggressive because s/he chooses a

smaller number of companies in a single quartile, thus

being more selective. In our example, examining the
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(b) Sample of Data Ranked by Industry

Figure 2: Sample of Data used by HY Analysts (Source of First Boston Corp.)
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companies satisfying the first criteria which lie in the

Transportation industry in Figure 2.b, we find that four

companies fall within the higher yield criteria range: In-

ternational Controls with a yield of 15.26, Auburn Hills

Trust with a yield of 12.98, SPTC Holding Inc. with a

yield of 12.73, and Greyhound Lines Inc. with a yield of

11.36. Examining Figure 3.b, SPTC Holding Inc. does

not appear in the list of Best Returns while the three

other companies do appear with rankings that reflect

their corresponding yield. Because our example is sim-

plified by taking into consideration two basic factors

only: industry and yield, it does not provide a com-

plete analysis. Applying the multi-factor model results

in Figure 3.B with the list of Best/Worst companies.

A vital task analysts need to monitor is testing their

premises by examining their multi-factor model of the

market. In the above example, one has to test if higher

yielding companies continue to have good returns in a

good market scenario. Another test is for industry type,

to see if an industry continues to adhere to a particular

type, whether cyclical or defensive. These tests are ver-

ified over time. When new data of a HY market comes

in, the analyst tests his/her expectations to check if the

basic factors applied for a scenario still hold, and to see

that no shift in the market took place.

4 FUNBASE as a Financial Analyst

Using the above example we show how FUNBASE

would play a vital role when used as a tool in HY market

analysis.

Data in Figure 3.a and Figure 3.b are considered

dynamic data, as they change frequently to reflect

the moment by moment changes in price and yield.

Files having infrequently changing data are identified

as static files. A data file containing securities names

and the industry they belong to is an example of a

static file. Another example is the categorization of

industries according to their type, cyclical or defen-

sive. An industry’s type can change, but only after

a long period of testing its securities’s pattern of per-

formance. In the function layer, analysts define func-

tions to simulate their strategy under different economic

outlooks (i.e. scenarios) for the industries they are as-

signed to. A function Eco-Mkt with input arguments

input (economy .status, market. status, industries,

yield := 5) and output result (company-name, coupon,

maturity, price, yield.to-worst) is a sample of a func-

tion defined in the above example. Such a function

when applied to the basic table of companies ranked by

name would extract the set of four transportation com-

panies mentioned earlier. Applying a function which

takes into consideration more factors, only three of the

four companies will result as appears in Figure 3.b.

5

Data found in a users’s profile file might also alter such

a selection. An entry Eco-Mkt : yield = 6 in a user pro-

file file would tune that function to divide the market

into six quartiles instead of the default value of five.

Another way of altering the final result is to use filters.

Let’s assume that new information just came in about

a company in default, filing chapter 11 with deteriorat-

ing conditions. A rule such as: IF MDY_Rating=D THEN

Remove security filters it from consideration. In this

case we are hypothetically assuming that the rating fac-

tor is not taken into consideration in the used function.

Rules help to filter input before reaching a function in

order to easily reflect the effect of new criteria that were

not taken into consideration while writing the function.

Having a function model analysts can define different

functions with the same intended result. Meanwhile,

each function captures a different profile of an analyst

satisfying each one’s perspective. This allows analysts

to share the outcome without the necessity of revealing

sensitive information on how they decided on opting for

such a profile.

Although the above example is simplified for clar-

ity and space, it represents the complex nature of the

industry. Each analyst in the research effort has a num-

ber of employees to assist him or her by manually gen-

erating a number of charts for each cycle, done on a

monthly basis. In addition, mid-year and end-of-year

reports to analyze and project the market’s directions

are required. The problem becomes more critical when

an overall picture of the entire market is needed. This

requires a number of meetings among all analysts. FUN-

BASE would decrease the human workload by putting

each analyst’s knowledge in the system as functions, fil-

ters, or profile data. In this way, a single individual

would be able to quickly reach a decision. Even for a

single analyst who generates data files, as it is currently

done, sorting companies by rating (Figure 2a), by in-

dustry (Figure 2. b), etc., it is time consuming. FUN-

BASE can automatically extract the required data by

external criteria inputs via functions manipulating dy-

namic and static files in the data layer. This obviates

the need for an analyst to examine data, but allows the

analyst to concentrate on identifying a strategy (e.g.,

good economy and strong market) which when used will

directly achieve the result intended.

The benefits of FUNBASE become more evident in

carrying out real scenarios with large numbers of in-

teracting basic factors and inter-dependencies among

securities across different industries. In HY markets,

information gets reflected every moment in current

prices and corresponding yields leading to new selec-

tions. Having a responsive methodology for security se-

lection according to pre-existing market outlooks, FUN-

BASE can rapidly have securities bought and sold ac-

cordingly. A more simplified method is currently in use

13
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Figure 3: HY market aggregate analysis (Source of First Boston Corp.)

in the equity market in the form of program trading. A

mathematical model identifying a simpler two factor re-

lationship. The multi-factor model as in the HY market

adds a level of complexity. Here FUNBASE ‘s versatil-

ity becomes evident in letting users design their own

functions, capturing their approach of the multi-factor

model and integrating them in FUNBASE ‘s function

model. This allows users to view FUNBASE as a cor-

porate resource where data, functions, and results are

integrated and accessible.

5 FUNBASE vs. current DB Systems

In relational databases, two features come in handy

for applications like HY markets: tabular form of data

and simplicity of use. Unfortunately, the database de-

sign cycle and data entry is a time consuming process.

Time is a rare commodity in an application like HY

market. Meanwhile, the results expected from an an-

alyst require functionality not possible to implement

using a relational query. This is due to lack of com-

putational completeness [Atkinson 92]. The flexibility

needed in the HY market to extract data via external

criteria using functions, while being able to tune them,

makes FUNBASE more favorable for such applications.

One of the important features that gives 00DB sys-

tems an edge over the relational model is the encapsula-

tion of both program and data. While this has proven to

be very useful for CAD/CAM applications, other appli-

cations like HY markets need greater flexibility. FUN-

BASE shares the idea of integrating functions and data

with 00DB, but we differ in the ability to query on

functions and access them as well as data. In FUNBASE

a user can apply a function of interest to a data set of in-

terest. In 00DB, a function (i.e., method) is designed

for a particular data only and the concept sharing of

knowledge by using that function on other data is not

possible. Furthermore, updates and time series analyses

are not very clear if implemented in O,ODB [Snodgrass

90]. Another factor is the form of data used. Although

the object model is appealing in some cases, the tabular
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form is still needed in a variety of applications.

We see FUNBASE as a system not meant to subsume

the two other systems, but to address unsatisfied needs

for a sector of applications. We also view FUN BASE as a

function-based system integrating data and results and

not simply a database system.

6 Conclusion

A new type of system, FUN BASE, has been proposed.

This system would integrate different levels of informa-

tion (i.e., data, functions, and results). An example of a

sector of domains has been presented, identifying needs

that are not met by current systems, but are addressed

by FUNBASE. FUNBASE does the following:

● Integrates data with functions and results.

● Provides the facility to query on functions using

a function model.

. Accesses data via external criteria.

● Acts as a collaborative medium for function and

information.

. Acts as a data acquisition tool for tabular flat files.

The function model in the function layer is currently

being implemented. Users can check in new functions

and query about existing ones.

We view FUNBASE base as a corporate resource for

information access and sharing rather than a data re-

source for data sharing only, as in databases. Integrat-

ing functions and results with available data automates

the information availability and advances us to the in-

formation era.
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